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ABSTRACT: Two-dimensional electron systems offer enormous oppor-
tunities for science discoveries and technological innovations. Here we
report a dense electron system on the surface of single-crystal vanadium
dioxide nanobeam via electrolyte gating. The overall conductance of the
nanobeam increases by nearly 100 times at a gate voltage of 3 V. A series of
experiments were carried out which rule out electrochemical reaction,
impurity doping, and oxygen vacancy diffusion as the dominant mechanism
for the conductance modulation. A surface insulator-to-metal transition is
electrostatically triggered, thereby collapsing the bandgap and unleashing
an extremely high density of free electrons from the original valence band within a depth self-limited by the energetics of the
system. The dense surface electron system can be reversibly tuned by the gating electric field, which provides direct evidence of
the electron correlation driving mechanism of the phase transition in VO2. It also offers a new material platform for
implementing Mott transistor and novel sensors and investigating low-dimensional correlated electron behavior.
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Electric-field tuning of surface carrier density is the
fundamental mechanism of field-effect transistors and

also attracts great attention as a method to control and explore
new properties of electronic materials. Typically a high surface
carrier density is realized via electrostatic gating, charge transfer,
or electronic reconstruction in semiconductors and oxides.1

Using electric-field tuning, conductive,1,2 superconducting,3−5

or magnetic6 surface layers have been created on materials that
originally do not possess these properties. However, the sheet
carrier density achieved is typically below ∼1014 cm−2 limited
by factors such as breakdown field of the gate dielectric.1,3

Higher densities are much desired in the exploration of
correlated electron behavior in low dimensions.7 In this regard,
the possibility to induce and tune, by purely electrostatic
means, a two-dimensional metallic layer on an insulating
substrate is of great potential for reaching an ultrahigh surface
carrier density. This could be realized by electric-field tuning of
some phase transition materials, for example, vanadium dioxide
(VO2), which possesses a metal−insulator phase transition
(MIT).

Vanadium dioxide exhibits a thermally driven MIT slightly
above room temperature, while the role of electron correlation
in the transition has been debated for decades.8−11 Experiments
show that the transition from the insulator phase to the metal
phase is triggered when a threshold conductivity12 or threshold
free electron density13 is reached by thermal excitation or
compressive stress. However, the electron density threshold for
the MIT is too high to be reached in charge accumulation by
conventional solid gating.14,15 As a result, experimental
evidence of electrically activated MIT in VO2 has been limited
to those caused by current Joule heating16 or Poole−Frenkel
emission,17 rather than electrostatic charge injection. Circum-
venting this limit, the electric double-layer transistor (EDLT)
configuration uses an electrolyte or ionic liquid to produce an
ultrahigh electric field on the order of 107 V/cm near the
surface of the conduction channel,18 driving electrostatic
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accumulation of sheet charge density on the order of 1014 cm−2.
Very recently, gating of VO2 thin films19,20 and nanobeams21

using liquid electrolyte have been reported. However, these
groups attribute the large conductance modulation to two
directly conflicting mechanisms, that is, electrochemically
driven hydrogen doping20 and electrostatically driven bulk
MIT.21 It is therefore necessary to elucidate the physics behind
this intriguing effect. In this Letter, we show that the
electrostatically accumulated surface charges trigger a surface
metal−insulator transition (SMIT) on single-crystal VO2
nanobeams and free up much higher density of electrons
from the original valence band, resulting in a tunable and dense
surface electron system on a substrate that has the same
chemical composition as the electron layer.
VO2 nanobeams were synthesized on silicon substrates with a

1.1-μm-thick thermal oxide layer using the vapor transport
method reported previously.22 Bulk VO2 powder was placed in
a quartz boat in the center of a tube furnace as the vapor
source. The powder was heated at 1000 °C for 6 h with Ar as
the carrier gas at a pressure of 10 Torr. VO2 nanobeam
products were collected on the substrates downstream from the
powder. The first-order MIT of VO2 occurs at 341 K with a
drastic change of electrical conductivity and optical reflectivity
between the insulator (I) phase and metal (M) phase. The I
phase features a narrow bandgap separating the filled d//
valence band and the empty π* conduction band, and thermal
activation of unintentional donors gives rise to a moderate
density of free electrons; in the M phase, all electrons in the
valence band are now turned into free electrons.8 The free
electron density increases from ∼1018 cm−3 in the I phase to
>1022 cm−3 in the M phase.23 It was recently shown that single-
crystal VO2 nanobeams support single-domain MIT, which
eliminates phase inhomogeneity and grain boundary effects
typically existing in polycrystal thin films.22,24 Figure 1 shows
optical images of a VO2 nanobeam device at 297 K (I phase,
with bright contrast) and 393 K (M phase, with dark contrast),
and its typical temperature-dependent resistance.
The electrolyte gating experiment is illustrated in Figure 1a.

Cr/Au source, drain, and gate electrodes were defined via
photolithography, deposited using e-beam evaporation, and
annealed at 300 °C for 120 s to achieve ohmic contact. A
comparison between four-probe and two-probe measurements
showed that the contact resistance between source/drain
electrodes and VO2 was negligible. Using a needle probe, a
droplet of electrolyte was applied onto the VO2 nanobeam
covering the entire conduction channel as well as the source,
drain, and gate electrodes. The electrolyte is KClO4 in 1000
MW polyethylene oxide (PEO) with a [K]:[O] ratio of 1:100.3

Figure 1d shows the nanobeam resistance (Rsd) as a function of
gate voltage (Vg) recorded at 318 K, at which temperature the
electrolyte becomes a transparent liquid while the VO2 channel
is still in the I phase. In the measurement the source−drain
current (Isd) was recorded, while the source−drain voltage
(Vsd) was kept at a constant low value (0.2−0.3 V) to avoid
Joule heating. The leakage current between the gate and the
source/drain (Ileak) electrodes was monitored and found to be
always 1−3 orders of magnitude lower than Isd for the entire
range of Vg scanned (Figure S1). It can be seen that Rsd starts to
decrease at Vg∼1.5 V and reaches a level nearly 2 orders of
magnitude lower at Vg = 3 V. When Vg is scanned back, Rsd
gradually recovers toward the original value but only after a
wide hysteresis. This gate response is completely reversible:
upon cyclic Vg sweeping, Rsd follows the same trace with nearly

identical hysteresis. These effects were consistently observed
from all devices (>15) measured, although the threshold gate
voltage varies between 1 and 2 V from device to device.
However, this hysteresis cannot be attributed to the kinetic
behavior observed and expected from the low mobility of ions
(see Supporting Information, Figure S2, S3, and the associated
discussion). We note that Isd vs Vsd is always linear at any given
Vg, suggesting that the contacts are ohmic during the entire
gating experiments (Figure S4).
The high ON/OFF ratio in Figure 1d is not expected from

conventional semiconductor behavior for the following reasons.
In the I phase, the VO2 nanobeam is a n-type semiconductor
with unintentionally doped free carrier concentration between
1018 and 1019 cm−3.13,23,25 For such doped semiconductor
channel with a thickness of 500 nm, we estimated that Rsd could
be electrostatically modulated by no more than 3 times through
surface free electrons accumulation. This can be easily
understood in the following way: for a 500 nm thick
semiconductor doped to 2 × 1018 cm−3, the sheet charge
density is 1014 cm−2. As mentioned earlier, even with the ionic
liquid gating, the maximum net sheet charge accumulation is on
the order of 1014 cm−2 limited by the maximum Vg (to avoid
dielectric breakdown or gate leakage). Therefore, the increase
in total channel conductance is expected to be limited by a
factor of a few (assuming no drastic change in mobility, which
is the case of VO2

23). This is clearly due to the fact that the
total channel conductance is dominated by the thick,
moderately doped body, while the gate field can only
accumulate a limited sheet density of free electrons near the
surface. This is in stark contrast to thin film transistors that
electrostatically achieve high ON/OFF ratios because of either
a lightly doped (such as 1012 cm−3 in ref 26 and 1014 cm−3 in ref
27) or a ultrathin channel (such as 70 nm in ref 26 and 30 nm
in ref 27), where the subsurface body conduction is negligible.
It is estimated that, to achieve an ON/OFF ratio of ∼100 by
mere electrostatic charge accumulation in VO2, either a
background doping lower than 1016 cm−3 or a channel

Figure 1. Electrolyte gating of single VO2 nanobeams. (a) Schematic
of the device configuration. (b) A VO2 nanobeam below and above the
MIT temperature (upper and lower panels, respectively). The scale bar
is 10 μm. (c) A typical temperature-dependent source-drain resistance.
(d) Source-drain resistance as a function of gate voltage for four
sequential gate voltage scans. The scanning rate is 20 mV/s. The
device has a rectangular cross section, with a size of about 10 μm in
length, 600 nm in width, and 500 nm in thickness.
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thickness thinner than 10 nm is needed, while our VO2

specimens are unintentionally doped to >1018 cm−3 and have
a thickness of around 500 nm. To confirm this, a detailed
numerical modeling using standard TCAD software is shown in
the Supporting Information (Figures S5 and S6).
The key issues here are, whether this large modulation is

dominated by electrostatically driven electronic phase tran-
sition, or electrochemically driven impurity doping, and
whether it occurs on the surface or in the bulk. Nakano et al.
suggest delocalized bulk MIT driven by electrostatic surface
charge accumulation,21 while Ji et al. propose electrochemical
hydrogen doping.20 To test these possible mechanisms, a series
of analytical and electrical measurements were carried out.
Figure 2a shows in situ Raman spectra taken on the gated VO2

beam with Vg increasing from 0 to 3.5 V. The transparency of
the electrolyte makes possible this type of in situ experiments.
All of the Raman peaks resolved at ∼192 cm−1, 223 cm−1, 388
cm−1, and 614 cm−1 are attributed to the I phase of VO2 and
are clearly unchanged in both intensity and position at different
gate voltages. As the probe depth of the Raman reaches tens to
hundreds of nanometers, this suggests that the bulk of the VO2

is still in the I phase. Therefore, regardless of the conductance
modulation effect being electrostatic or electrochemical, it must
occur only on the surface of the VO2, while the bulk of the VO2

stay unmodulated. We note that the rise of the Raman
background at high gate voltages (>2.5 V) in Figure 2a arises
purely from the electrolyte, because a similar change was also
observed from the electrolyte alone (Figure S7).

To further test the existence of possible electrochemical
reactions or doping, nano Auger spectroscopy was utilized to
characterize the surface composition of VO2 with a detection
depth <2 nm and spot size ∼10 nm, because Auger is known to
be extremely surface sensitive to chemical composition. Two
devices were made from the same VO2 nanobeam and were
both covered with the electrolyte, but only one device was
gated at Vg = 2.8 V for 15 min. The electrolyte was washed
away immediately after the gating, and both the gated and the
ungated devices were probed by the nano Auger for
comparison analysis. As clearly shown in Figure 2b, no Cl
(LVV ∼ 181 eV) and K (LM23M23 ∼ 250 eV) signals were
observed from the gated nanobeam, suggesting that the Cl− and
K+ ions in the electrolyte did not diffuse and dope the VO2

surface. Note that the wide carbon peak (∼270 eV) probably
came from the residue of the electrolyte solvent, PEO. After Ar
ion cleaning of the VO2 surface, this carbon contamination was
dramatically reduced (see Figure 2b). For the V L23M23M45 line
(∼470 eV), the two peaks (A and B, inset of Figure 2b) can be
used to evaluate the valence of vanadium ions. The intensity
ratio of peak A to B was reported to increase in going from
V2O5 to VO2 to V2O3 to V.

28 The ratio observed here, however,
shows no difference for the gated and ungated nanobeams
(inset of Figure 2b), which indicates that the valence of
vanadium in the VO2 surface is unaffected by the gating. Since
electrochemical reactions are typically redox process, this
observation suggests that surface electrochemical reactions are
negligible in our electrolyte gating experiments.

Figure 2. Raman and Auger characterization of VO2 nanobeams. (a) Raman spectra at different gating voltages. (b) Nano Auger spectra for gated
and ungated nanobeams, as well as a gated one with its surface cleaned by Ar ions in which the surface was removed by ∼1 nm.

Figure 3. Temporal analysis of the gate response. (a) Frequency dependence of the source−drain impedance of a VO2 nanobeam. The impedance of
a 0.9 MΩ resistor is also shown for comparison. (b) Response of source−drain current to gate voltage change. Source−drain bias is fixed at 0.3 V.
The VO2 nanobeam used here is the same as that used in Figure 1d. (c) Capacitance of a VO2 nanobeam as a function of gate voltage.
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Related to these analyses, a basic question is whether the
channel conductance under gating is carried by electrons or
ions. Figure 3a shows the amplitude of source−drain
impedance (|Zsd|) of a device measured for a range of
frequencies using a lock-in amplifier. Under both zero and
high gating voltages, |Zsd| remains independent of the driving
frequency ( f) for f < ∼103 Hz. This indicates that the source−
drain conduction of the VO2 nanobeam at a gate voltage is
carried by fast electronic motion, rather than ionic motion. For
ionic motion limited transport, the impedance is expected to
increase, as opposed to decrease, at frequencies that are too
high for the ions to follow. The ultimate drop in |Zsd| in Figure
3a is attributed to an instrumental RC frequency cutoff, as
shown by the measured impedance of a 0.9 MΩ resistor.
To further exclude the possibility that the specific chemistry

of the electrolyte (PEO/KClO4) plays a role in the
conductance modulation of VO2, we used another type of
common ionic liquid, DEME-TFSI, to perform the same gating
experiment. Before the measurement, the ionic liquid was
carefully dried in vacuum (∼10−5 Torr) at 110 °C for 15 h, and
the devices we used were also dried under the same condition.
A similar gate modulation of the channel resistance was still
observed, together with a negligible leakage current through the
gating medium (see Figure S8 in the Supporting Information).
This indicates that the large conductance modulation is
intrinsic to the material itself, as opposed to be due to specific
chemistry of the chosen electrolyte.
Although we have excluded electrochemical reactions and K

or Cl doping as the driving mechanism, the possibility of
electrochemical protonation,29 or hydrogen diffusion-in20 as
proposed recently has yet to be considered. It has been
reported that the protonation of ZnO surface at a positive gate
voltage in ionic liquid causes a large and hysteretic conductance
modulation.29 This is a chemisorption process with a large O−
H bonding energy of 4.77 eV, and therefore the conductance
modulation is shown to be nonvolatile; namely, the
conductance stays at the gated value even if the gate voltage
sweeps back to 0. The “erase” of the gating effect needs the gate
voltage to be swept to a negative value exceeding a threshold.
With VO2 nanobeams, similar hydrogen doping mechanism
was proposed to explain the hysteretic gate response in water-
contained ionic liquid.20 In this regard, a temporal study of the
gate response would help to elucidate the possibility of
protonation or hydrogen doping. Figure 3b shows a typical
Isd(Vg) curve at fixed Vsd (= 0.3 V) while Vg was switched
between 0 and 3 V. It can be seen that the gate response in our
case is clearly volatile, which is inconsistent with a hydrogen
diffusion-in process. When the Vg is switched on, a voltage drop
(hence electric field) is established immediately between the
VO2 channel and the gate electrode, segregating ions in the
liquid electrolyte toward the interface to establish the double
layer. The relatively slow increase of Isd is thus due to the low
mobility of ions which have to move over a large distance (from
the bulk of the electrolyte to the electrolyte-VO2 interface).
The removal of Vg rapidly suppresses Isd over a short time,
because these ions only need to diffuse away from the interface
by a small distance to destroy the double layer, and
consequently, Isd quickly recovers to its original value (Figure
3b). In the picture of hydrogen diffusion-in, instead, the “erase”
process upon the removal of Vg would be nonvolatile, or as
slow as the “write” process upon the adding of Vg, similar in
principle to the oxygen vacancy diffusion process.3 Further-
more, we found that, after gating followed immediately by

washing away the electrolyte, the channel resistance and I−V
characteristics are totally unaffected. Combining this evidence,
we conclude that the conductance modulation originates
primarily from an electronic surface transition driven by
electrostatics.
We emphasize that, although the change of the nanobeam

resistance is as high as 3−4 orders of magnitude in the
thermally induced bulk MIT, it is only 2 orders of magnitude by
electrolyte gating. Together with the in situ Raman spectrum
which shows definitively that the bulk of the gated VO2
nanobeam is still in the I phase, this shows that the MIT
occurs only in the surface layer. Nakano et al. proposed a MIT
throughout the bulk of epitaxial VO2 films with thicknesses less
than 70 nm, for which the film is under high epitaxial strain
from the substrate. In our case, however, single-crystal, strain-
relaxed VO2 nanobeams with thickness of 500 nm or more are
used, and the MIT was seen to be limited to the surface. The
difference in the depth of gated MIT may be attributed to the
different thicknesses, strain states, and mechanical boundary
conditions in these two types of samples.
Because the M and I phases of VO2 support different

electrodynamics, a capacitance−voltage (C−V) measurement
would directly probe the SMIT. In these experiments, merely
part of a VO2 nanobeam (∼200 μm in length and ∼1 μm in
width) and the gate electrode (∼200 μm in length and ∼200
μm in width) were covered by electrolyte. The differential
capacitance between the gate electrode and VO2 was recorded
as a function of Vg. Because the capacitance of EDL near gate
electrode is in series with and much larger than the VO2/
electrolyte capacitance, the measured differential capacitance is
dominated by the EDL at the VO2/electrolyte interface. A
typical C−V curve is shown in Figure 3c. At the Vg threshold, C
switches to a level 5 times higher. Before the SMIT, the total
capacitance of the system is that of the electric double
(Helmholtz) layer with a thickness dH ∼ 1 nm3 in series with
that of the VO2 surface accumulation layer with a thickness on
the order of the Debye−Hückel screening length λDH = (εkBT/
e2n)1/2 ∼ 5 nm.30 Upon the SMIT, C is increased because the
surface M layer strongly screens the VO2 underneath, with only
the Helmholtz layer capacitance alone left. Note that despite
the extremely high total density of free electrons in the surface
M layer of VO2, the net electron density there is still relatively
low, defined by the capacitance of and voltage drop across the
Helmholtz layer. This is because the high density of additional
free electrons was locally liberated from the VO2 valence band,
instead of externally injected from electrodes.
To understand the electronic process in which the surface of

the VO2 undergoes the SMIT at high Vg, we consider the
energetics of the system including the electrolyte and the VO2.
Under a given Vg, we estimate the total energies of two
scenarios; that is, the surface layer of the VO2 remains in the I
phase (A) or switches to the M phase (B). It is found that
Scenario B becomes energetically more favorable than A as Vg
is increased to a threshold Vgth, hence theoretically confirming
the SMIT.
Figure 4a shows schematically the Scenario A (without

SMIT) under Vg, in which electrons accumulate in the surface
layer of VO2 and screen the rest from the electric field. The
total energy of the system (Etotal

A ) is composed of: (1) Gibbs
free energy of VO2 (GI), (2) electrostatic energy stored inside
the VO2 accumulation layer (EVO2

A ), and (3) electrostatic energy
inside the Helmholtz layer (EHL

A ). In Scenario B (with SMIT)
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under the same Vg (Figure 4b), the difference is that the surface
of VO2 within a depth of dSMIT becomes the M phase, where
dSMIT is the thickness of VO2 in which the electron
accumulation exceeds a threshold nth. The total energy (Etotal

B )
is now: (1) M-phase Gibbs free energy (GM), (2) electrostatic
energy inside the VO2 in both the M layer and the Schottky
depletion layer immediately below (EVO2

B ), (3) electrostatic
energy inside the Helmholtz layer (EHL

B ), (4) energy of a
domain wall separating the surface M layer and the VO2 bulk I
phase (Edw), and (5) elastic energy stored throughout the
thickness of dSMIT because of misfit strain between the M and
the I phases (Estrain).
Considering the high electron densities in the M phase

(Scenario B), the Thomas−Fermi approximation was used to
calculate the carrier distribution in depth, n(z), with a screening
length given by λTF = (επ2ℏ2/m*e2kF)

1/2, where kF = (3π2n)1/3

is the Fermi wavevector.14 For I-phase VO2 with nondegenerate
carrier densities, the Debye−Hückel approximation was used
with a screening length of λDH. All parameters were obtained
from the literature, such as the effective mass (m* ∼ 30m0 for
the I phase and 5m0 for the M phase),31 the dielectric constant
(ε ∼ 24ε0 for the I phase32 and 9ε0 for the M phase33), the
contact potential between the M and the I phase (∼ 0.3 eV),
the domain wall energy density (Edw ∼ 25 mJ/m2),22 the M−I
misfit strain (∼0.01),34 and the VO2 elastic modulus (140
GPa).35 When the carrier density n exceeds the threshold nth,
the M phase is thermodynamically favored, and GM becomes
lower than GI. Their difference ΔG = GI − GM as a function of

n can be estimated from the following dΔG/dT = −ΔS = −L/
T, where ΔS is the entropy change and L (∼5 kJ/mol)24 is the
latent heat of the phase transition. Considering thermal
activation of free electron density, n ∝ exp(−Ea/kBT), where
Ea ∼ 0.36 eV is the activation energy in I-phase VO2,

13 we have
d ln n/dT = −Ea/kBT

2. Consequently,

Δ ≈ · Δ

= · ·

G n n n G n

n n L k T E

( ) ln( / ) (d /d ln )

ln( / ) ( / )
th

th B a (1)

The overall change in ΔG was obtained by integrating
ΔG(n) over the depth z using the solved n(z) at different Vg.
These energies were plotted in Figure 4c assuming nth = 3 ×
1019 cm−3 (see Supporting Information for calculation details).
It can be seen that as Vg increases, Etotal

A − Etotal
B switches sign at a

threshold Vgth, and the surface of the VO2 undergoes the SMIT.
The threshold electron density that triggers the SMIT, nth, is

unknown. The Mott criterion gives nth = 0.25/aB ∼ 1019 cm−3,
where aB is the Bohr radius of electrons in the I phase.14

Experimental evidence suggested nth ∼ 8 × 1018 cm−3.13 Figure
4d shows that, with nth increasing from 1 to 4 × 1019 cm−3, Vgth

increases from 0.44 to 1.45 V. Over this range of parameters,
however, the corresponding SMIT thickness (dSMIT) remains
2−3 nm. We emphasize that, as the SMIT collapses the
bandgap inside the surface M layer, free electrons with bulk
density of 1022−1023 cm−3 are liberated from the original
valence band. Given the thickness of 2−3 nm, the sheet density
of this electron system is estimated to be 1015−1016 cm−2. This
is much higher than the maximum sheet density accumulated in
electrostatically gated or modulation doped semiconductors
and is also an order of magnitude higher than those typically
achievable in complex oxide heterostructures.1,3,7 Considering
the strongly localized and correlated nature of the d-band that
hosts the conducting electrons in the M state, here a truly two-
dimensional electron liquid,7 as opposed to electron gas, is
electrostatically triggered and controlled on a substrate that has
the same chemical composition as the active electron layer.
Assuming an electron mobility of ∼0.5 cm2/(V s) for both the I
and the M phases and n ∼ 1018 cm−3 and 1022 cm−3 for the I
and M phases, respectively, the total resistance is estimated to
be reduced due to the SMIT by 88−220 times for a VO2 wire
with radius ranging from 500 to 200 nm. This resistance
reduction is consistent with the observed ON/OFF ratio of
80−100 in Figure 1d for a VO2 nanobeam with a width/
thickness of ∼500 nm.
It should be noted that, once the surface M layer forms, it

will completely screen the gating field and prevent expansion of
the M layer along the VO2 depth, so that dSMIT is self-limited to
< ∼3 nm, and Rsd remains at the same level even if Vg is further
increased. The exact microscopic process of triggering the MIT
when the nth is approached is unclear; this calls for ab initio
computation of this strongly correlated electron system at
varying free electron density. The ultradense surface electron
system can be reversibly tuned by the gating electric field,
which provides direct evidence of the electron correlation
driving mechanism of the phase transition in VO2. It also offers
a new material platform for implementing Mott transistor and
novel sensors, and investigating low-dimensional correlated
electron behavior.

Figure 4. Energetics of the VO2/electrolyte system. (a) Schematic of
the electrolyte-gating system with an accumulation of electrons on the
surface of VO2. (b) Band diagrams of VO2 without (upper) and with
(lower) the SMIT. The surface charge density distribution is
schematically shown to the right. (c) Calculated energy terms without
the SMIT (solid curves) and with the SMIT (dashed curves) and the
total energy difference (thick solid curve). The vertical dashed line
indicates the threshold gate voltage for the total energy difference to
change sign. (d) Calculated dependence of the threshold gate voltage
and SMIT thickness as a function of the threshold carrier density
required to trigger a MIT.
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1. Electrolyte leakage current. 

The leakage current through the electrolyte 
leak

I  is always 1~3 orders of magnitude lower than 

sd
I  for the entire range of 

g
V  scanned at the applied 

sd
V  (0.2 V) as shown in Fig. S1. This rules 

out joule heating as the mechanism responsible for the observed large reduction in Rsd.  

 

Figure S1. 
sd

I -
g

V  and 
leak

I -
g

V  curves. The 
g

V  scanning rate is 20 mV/s. 

2. Rsd under various Vg sweeping modes. 

 

Figure S2. 
sd

R -
g

V  curves at different 
g

V  sweeping rates. The hysteresis increases with reduced 

sweeping rate. 
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Figure S3. 
sd

R -
g

V  curves with different waiting times at 
g

V =3 V before sweeping back. 
sd

R  

keeps decreasing when Vg is being held at 3V for the waiting time. The hysteresis also increases 

with increasing waiting time. 

3. Discussion of hysteresis and memory behavior. 

The 
sd

R ~ 
g

V  dependence exhibits a clear hysteretic and memory behaviour. As shown in 

Fig. 1d and Fig. S2-S3, at the turning point of 
gV = 3V, the slope of the ( )

gsd VR  curve exhibits a 

memory effect; namely, even though 
gV  starts to be scanned back away from 3 V, sdR  initially 

continues to decrease following the trend when 
gV  was scanned forward toward 3 V. This is also 

consistent with the HfO2 gating of VO2 
1
, which suggested that VO2 nanobeam-based field effect 

transistor devices may be used as non-volatile memories. 

The increasing hysteresis width with slower sweeping rate is opposite to kinetic behaviour 

observed and expected from the low mobility of ions 
2
. During the gated surface metal-insulator 

transition (SMIT), the surface M layer is pseudomorphically clamped to the I-phase VO2 body. 

The M phase has a different crystal structure and lattice constant from the I phase 
3
. The SMIT 

thus requires a mechanical relaxation inside the surface layer to accommodate the structural 
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mismatch, which may be responsible for the wide hysteresis. Near room temperature, slow 

mechanical relaxation has been widely observed in nanomaterials arising from structural 

mismatch such as dislocation and domain boundary creep 
4
. For example, recently using in situ 

mechanical testing in a transmission electron microscope, we showed wide hysteresis and time 

delay in the phase transition of a VO2 nanobeam arising from pinning and depinning, by defects, 

of domain walls separating different phases 
5
. In addition, charge trapping and de-trapping are 

also a possible origin for the abnormal hysteresis, as been demonstrated in carbon nanotubes 

transistors in aqueous environments 
6
. The exact mechanism of the hysteretic behaviour needs 

further exploration. 

4. Isd vs. Vsd at different values of Vg  

 

Figure S4. Isd -Vsd curves at different values of Vg. 

5. Numerical modeling of electrostatic field induced charge accumulation in VO2.  

From the length (10µm), width (500 ~ 1000 nm) and height (~500nm), and resistance (1~5 

MΩ) of the un-gated VO2 nanobeams at the experimental temperature (318K), it is estimated that 

their I-phase conductivity is 0.1 ~ 0.2/Ωcm. Assuming an electron mobility of 0.1~ 0.5 cm
2
/Vs 

7, 8
, 
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the carrier density (n) due to background doping (Nd) in the I-phase is estimated to be 10
18

 ~10
19

 

/cm
3
. This is consistent with typical Nd values reported in VO2 bulk 

8, 9
 or thin films 

7
.   

Two-dimensional device simulations were performed using the standard software TCAD 

SENTAURUS. The dynamic non-local path band-to-band model was used. Standard Shockley-

Read-Hall (SRH) recombination and drift-diffusion models were used for carrier transport, and 

the Fermi statistics was assumed for free charge carriers. For the n
+
-doped source/drain, an 

electrically active VO2 layer of 10
20

 cm
-3

 was assumed to model the Ohmic contacts, the 

background doping Nd varies from 10
18

 to 10
19

 cm
-3

 for the n channel body, and an equivalent 

oxide thickness of 0.4 nm was used. 

 

Figure S5. Modeled electron density distribution assuming mere electrostatic charge 

accumulation without the SMIT. The gate-field induced electron accumulation occurs only near 

the surface within a few nm, leaving the total channel resistance 
sd

R  dominated by the bulk. Here 

the vertical thickness of the channel is 500 nm, but only the top 50 nm is shown for clarity. Nd is 

the background doping. Vsd is 0.2 V and Vg is 0 (OFF) or 3 V (ON). 
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Figure S6. Modeled 
sd

R ~ 
g

V  curves at different background doping Nd, assuming no SMIT. 

Here a VO2 channel thickness of 500 nm was used. Rsd changes by a factor of 3 for Nd = 10
18

 cm
-3 

and remains unchanged for Nd = 10
19

 cm
-3

. It is clear that an ON/OFF ratio of ~ 100 cannot be 

explained by this pure electrostatic charge accumulation effect for the VO2 samples studied that 

have Nd between 10
18

 and 10
19

 cm
-3

 and thickness of ~ 500 nm.  

6. Raman spectra of electrolyte at various gate voltages 
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Figure S7. Raman spectra of the Au/Cr electrode immersed in the electrolyte at various gate 

voltages. This shows that the electrolyte under gating can contribute an increasing strong 

background in Raman spectroscopy. After subtracting this background, the VO2 Raman peaks in 

Fig.2a shows no gate dependence.  

7. Gating by using a different ionic liquid (DEME-TFSI) 

Another type of common ionic liquid, DEME-TFSI (from Kanto Corp.), was also used as the 

gating electrolyte to perform the same gating experiments. Before the measurement, the ionic 

liquid was carefully dried in vacuum (~10
-5

 Torr) at 110 
o
C for 15 hours, and the devices we used 

were also dried (but not in touch with the electrolyte) under the same condition; this process 

aggressively dehydrates the ionic liquid and the devices. As shown in Fig. S8, we compare the 

gating results before and after the drying processes. As can be seen, for both cases, we observed 

similar gate modulation of the channel resistance of the same device, while the leakage current 

through the electrolyte is negeligible (see insets). Note that the ON/OFF ratio for this device is 

around one order of magnitude, which is smaller than that shown in Fig. 1(d) for a different 

device. This is because the thickness of the VO2 nanobeam used here is much thicker (~1.5 µm). 

The thickness-dependent ON/OFF ratio is also another evidence that the MIT occurs only on the 

surface. Note that we applied different Vsd when sweeping the Vg, therefore the Isd as shown in the 

insets is different for these two cases. 

 
Figure S8. Source-drain resistance as a function of gate voltage on a DEME-TFSI gated device. 

(a) Pristine device and pristine DEME-TFSI were used. (b) The same device as used in (a), while 
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both the device and DEME-TFSI were dehydrated by baking the device in vacuum at 110 °C for 

15 h prior to electrical measurements. The scanning rate is 20 mV/s. The device has a rectangular 

cross section, with a thickness of ~ 1.5 µm. The insets show that the leakage current through 

electrolyte is negligible as compared with the source-drain current during the gating experiment. 

8. Details of energy calculation. 

(1) Electric field energy in VO2 and the electric double (Helmholtz) layers 

In the Scenario A, the Debye-Hückel approximation was used to calculate the carrier 

distribution along the depth of surface, ( )zn , with a screening length given by 

th

B

I

VO
DH

ne

Tk
2

2ε
λ = , 

where I

VO 2ε  = 24
0ε  is the dielectric constant of VO2 in the I phase, 

th
n  is the threshold of carrier 

density triggering the MIT. Under this approximation, the electrical potential ( )zϕ , the electric 

field ( )zF , and the net carrier density ( ) bnzn −  inside VO2 can all be approximately expressed 

in the form of ( )~ exp DHz λ . Here 
bn  ~ 10

18
 cm

-3
 is the background carrier density of VO2, z 

varies from ∞−  to 0, and z = 0 is the VO2 surface. The coefficient of this exponential 

dependence for ( )zϕ , ( )zF , and ( ) bnzn − are related to the boundary condition of 

( ) 00 ϕϕ ==z  and the Gauss’ law. The depth within which the carrier density exceeds the 

threshold 
th

n  is given by  

( )
2 0

2
ln

I

VO
th DH

th b DH

z
n n e

ε ϕ
λ

λ
=

− ⋅ ⋅
.  

The surface potential 0ϕ  is linked to 
g

V  by the continuity condition of electric displacement at 

the surface of VO2. By assuming the same potential drop across both Helmholtz layers at the 

electrolyte / VO2 and the electrolyte / gate electrode interfaces, one has  
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0

2 2
1

g

I

VO HL

electrolyte DH

V

d
ϕ

ε
ε λ

≈
⋅

+
⋅

,  

where 
010εε =eelectrolyt  is dielectric constant of the electrolyte, and dHL ~ 1 nm is the thickness of 

the Helmholtz layer. In Scenario A, the electric field energy in the VO2 and the Helmholtz layers 

can be obtained, 

( )
2

0 2
2 0

2 2

1

2 4th

I
A I VO

VO VO
z

DH

E F z dz
ε ϕ

ε
λ−

≈ ≈  ∫ , 

( )22

0

1
2 4

2

A

HL electrolyte HL HL electrolyte g HL
E F d V dε ε ϕ≈ × × = − .  

In Scenario B, the SMIT occurs within the thickness 
thSMIT zd = . The layer turns into M phase 

while the rest of the VO2 body is in the I phase with depletion of electrons near interface, forming 

a Schottky barrier inside VO2. The contact potential (Fermi energy difference) between the M and 

the I phases is assumed to be ~ 0.3 eV, half of the bandgap of VO2 
 3
. In the M layer, the Thomas-

Fermi approximation is applied with a screening length 

( ) 2322*

22

2

3 nemM

M

VOB

TF

π

πε
λ

h
= , where 

≈M

VO2ε 9
0ε , ≈*

Mm 5m0, and n ~ 10
22

 cm
-3

. In the I part underneath, the Debye-Hückel 

Approximation was used to estimate the screening length 

b

B

I

VOB

DH
ne

Tk
2

2ε
λ = . Similar to the 

Scenario A, the electric field in the VO2 and the Helmholtz layers was determined, and the 

energies were calculated.  

(2) Gibbs free energy difference 
MI GGG −=∆ . 

When the carrier density n exceeds the threshold 
thn , 

MG  becomes lower than 
IG . Their 
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difference 
MI GGG −=∆  as a function of n can be estimated in the following way. According to 

the Landau theory, 
MG  and 

IG  are expanded at the MIT point as a function of ln n ,  

0(ln ) ln
ln

th

I
I I

n nth

n G
G n G

n n =

∂
= + ⋅ + ⋅⋅ ⋅

∂
 

0(ln ) ln
ln

th

M
M M

n nth

n G
G n G

n n =

∂
= + ⋅ + ⋅ ⋅ ⋅

∂
 

VO2 undergoes a first-order MIT, so 
0 0

I M
G G= , and thus, 

ln
( ) ( ) ln ln

ln
thth

I M

n nn nth th

n G n G n
G G n G n

T Tn n n ==

∂∆ ∂∆ ∂
∆ = − ≈ ⋅ =

∂ ∂∂
 

Because 
th

th

n n
n n th th

G H L
S

T T T=
=

∂∆ ∆
= ∆ = =

∂
, where S∆  is the change of entropy, H∆ is the 

change of enthalpy, L  is the latent heat of the MIT of VO2, and Tth is the temperature of the phase 

transition. Here we use the parameters of I-phase VO2 for an estimation of the free energy 

difference because many parameters of the metal phase are unknown. Considering thermal 

activation of free electron density, ( )TkEn Ba−∝ exp , where 
aE  is the activation energy in I-

phase VO2, so 
2

ln

th

a

n n B th

n E

T k T=

∂
=

∂
. As a result, 

( ) ( ) ( )ln th B aG n n n L k T E∆ ≈ ⋅ ⋅ . 

The overall change in G∆  was obtained by integrating ( )nG∆  over the depth 
SMIT

d  using the 

solved ( )zn  at different 
gV , 

ln
2

B SMIT SMIT th

a DH th b

L k T d d n
G

E n nλ
 ⋅ ⋅

∆ ≈ − − 
. 
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